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MEETING MINUTES   

ENMWUA Regular Board Meeting  
DATE: Thursday, September 21, 2017, 1:00 PM  

LOCATION: Memorial Building  
Portales, NM  
 

1. Call to order  1 

The meeting was called to order by Chair Lansford @ 1:07 PM  2 

2. Roll Call  3 

Roll was called. The following ENMWUA Board Members were in attendance: 4 

Member Bryant, Member Clayton, Chair Lansford, Member Thornton,  Member Lucero, 5 
Member Shafer 6 

3. Approval of Agenda  7 

A motion to approve the agenda was made; 8 

Result: Approved by Roll Call Vote (Unanimous) 

Motion: Member Shafer 

Second: Member Clayton 

Ayes: Lansford, Thornton, Lucero, Shafer, Clayton, Bryant 

 9 

4. Approval of Minutes  10 

A motion to approve the minutes from the regular meeting in the County Commissioners 11 

Chambers, Curry County, NM on August 24, 2017 was made; 12 

Result: Approved by Roll Call Vote (Unanimous) 

Motion: Member Bryant 

Second: Member Lucero 

Ayes: Lansford, Thornton, King, Lucero, Shafer, Clayton, Bryant 
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5. Public Input - None 13 

6. New Business Items 14 

a. ENMWUA Items for Consideration/Action – Discussion /Recommendation 15 

regarding Executive Director Position - Chapman 16 

Ms. Chapman states in follow up from last meeting regarding proposals for advertising the 17 

position. Options:  Advertising in all publications would cost $1,730; another avenue would be 18 

to access Online publications, including Monster, Career Builder, Indeed and utilizing ASCE and 19 

AWWA and the cost would be $873. Travel budgeted for incoming applicants would come out 20 

of the normal travel budget.  Budget for advertising comes from our salaries.   21 

Chair Lansford thanked Ms. Chapman for the work on this and Mr. Howalt for working with her 22 

on this.  He asked the committee what their wishes were for the approach, did they want to go 23 

with the full approach of $1,730 or the online strategy of $873 at this point.  Ms. Chapman says 24 

the last advertisement was on Indeed, which is how we advertise now, because it’s a free 25 

publication, and feels online is the best way versus hard copy.  26 

Members of the committee felt that remaining with the online approach was the best and this 27 

avenue seems to get better results. Most applicants came from Indeed and a few from the 28 

Association of Counties and Municipal League.   There are a total of 11 applicants to date, 9 of 29 

which are from Indeed and the other 2 are from the Association of Counties and Municipal 30 

League advertisements.  31 

Member Lucero asked if we would not be advertising in the professional journals that would be 32 

associated with the position, and if we did, what would those costs be. Ms. Chapman 33 

mentioned the cost would be just under $600 for several publications in ASCE (American 34 

Society of Civil Engineers) and AWWA (American Water Works Association), which are trade 35 

publications. Member Lucero mentioned that he felt that professional journals should be added 36 

to the strategy because he felt it would be valuable for the position.  Member felt that this 37 

avenue would bring in someone more in line with what the Board is needing versus random 38 

applicants.     39 

Chair Lansford asked if Member Lucero is proposing add those trade publications to the 40 

strategy?  Member Lucero stated that he thinks it would be valuable and not a lot of cost.  Mr. 41 

Howalt mentioned that advertisement would be for 30-day cycle and 45-day period.  Chair 42 

Lansford asked how long we want to advertise for?  He mentioned we could continue until 43 

someone was hired.  Member Lucero doesn’t feel the Board would need to go beyond the 44 

30/45 days because he feels it will hit the applicants interested during that timeframe.  Ms. 45 

Chapman mentioned all of this discussion leads into the next question of how does the Board 46 

want to go about interviewing and hiring the Executive Director.  Chair Lansford mentioned that 47 

is probably a topic for the next meeting.  He felt that at a later date they can review timelines 48 
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for interviews and the resumes and narrow down the applicants in an Executive Meeting and 49 

evaluate credentials, etc.  Ms. Chapman mentioned that the Board is receiving resumes on 50 

Fridays.  Chair Lansford referred to a past hiring and that resumes were all presented at the 51 

same time, in binders that way everyone was reviewed equally.  This avoids having preference 52 

to resumes that were received first.  Chair Lansford mentioned he prefers having the hard 53 

copies at the same time, in an Executive session and then the Board can break down the 54 

qualification, qualities, and experience together.   55 

Ms. Chapman asked if the Board would like to set a date for this Executive Session to review 56 

resumes in 30-day timeframe?  Chair Lansford asked if Ms. Chapman has been receiving any 57 

calls from applicants.  Ms. Chapman mentioned she has not received any calls.  Chair Lansford 58 

asked if we have published anything in terms of an application deadline.  Mr. Howalt mentioned 59 

he can start compiling the notebooks together, get the position advertised, and then at the next 60 

meeting, binders will be prepared for the Board. After discussion the members felt that another 61 

30 days would be fine and the binders could be presented at the next meeting, and then decide 62 

when a special meeting would be needed.  Chair Lansford directed that the advertisement could 63 

have a statement that the selection process would begin 1st of November, so that there would 64 

not be a firm deadline but applicants would know that the selection process would begin on a 65 

certain date.  66 

Member Clayton asked to make a motion on the advertising: I make a motion that we continue 67 

with the online advertising currently listed with the NMAC, MMML, and Indeed; and we also 68 

add ASCE and AWWA which are journals for the 30 days listed with the ASCE and the 45 days 69 

with the AWWA for all advertising for the position we have.  Chair Lansford askes for any 70 

further discussion, there is none.  71 

Result: Approved by Roll Call Vote (Unanimous) 

Motion: Member Clayton 

Second: Member Bryant 

Ayes: Lansford, Thornton, Lucero, Shafer, Clayton, Bryant 

 72 

7. Unfinished Business – None 73 

8. Presentations 74 

A. Wendy Christofferson, CH2M 75 
Mrs. Christofferson thanked the Chair and Board, for making time today to hear our requests. Mrs. 76 

Christofferson, the Project Manager, introduced Jim Honea as the Assistant Project Manager on 77 

this project and showed the board the list of individuals on the project, mentioning that some of 78 
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the names may be familiar to them.   Mrs. Christofferson mentioned the great thing about the 79 

company is that it has 20,000 employees so if there is a need to mobilize for something then we 80 

can do that or if we need to step back because the Board is waiting for funding, then we can also 81 

do that.  82 

CH2M is a leader in professional services to help deliver solutions for our clients, has won the most 83 

ethical companies nine years in a row; has won national and international awards, and serves as 84 

construction services to the Fortune 500 top 50 companies.  85 

Mrs. Christofferson shows the members a map of the project explaining the timelines of the project 86 

over the span of the project since 2006 (conceptual design), including meeting Federal 87 

requirements for funding, NEPA process, and Cannon AFB lands.  Mrs. Christofferson discussed the 88 

services provided to date including preliminary engineering report required for Water Trust Board 89 

funding, 30% design required for federal authorization, and other services include design and 90 

construction services.  She discussed major packages being done, finished Intake, final design for 91 

pipeline from Cannon to Clovis and Cannon to Portales.  Mrs. Christofferson then went over 92 

financial planning (helped Erik Harrigan of RBC) and the company’s work to help complete 93 

modeling, funding, local assessments with P3, assisting with the Water Trust Board application 94 

process, presentations for Bureau of Reclamation, various technical memos (including reverse flow 95 

requested by Chair Lansford), alternative analysis, and feasibility studies.  96 

Mrs. Christofferson brought some examples of money savings for the Authority including 97 

investigations performed to prevent clogging, looked at optimization of the pipeline to save capital 98 

cost with a specialized model that plugs the whole system into a model to run the optimization.  99 

Showed typical design services that would normally see on a Project and rendering of the Water 100 

Treatment Plant filter building.   101 

In addition to the normal development of plans/specifications, CH2M also helps with construction 102 

services and startup on the site; engineering on site and our recent work with the acquisition of the 103 

easements.  Mrs. Christofferson handed out the brochure that is given to the property owners as 104 

an example for the Board.  Also work with the appraisers and help Mr. Howalt/Mr. Richards with 105 

negotiation/support with condemnation when we get to that point.   106 

Mrs. Christofferson showed the Board the hydraulic profile for pipeline from Cannon to Clovis.  She 107 

showed the result of all the studies, investigation and plans, pointing out the enormity of the work 108 

for this project; underscoring the support that CH2M has provided and would continue to help 109 

solve their problems. Showed list of all deliverables completed to date.  Mr. Howalt had copies 110 

(electronic and hard).  CH2M can provide both electronic and hard copies to the Board. CH2M is 111 

here to help the Authority in whatever capacity is needed.  Mrs. Christofferson mentioned that we 112 

realize projects change and adjust and we are here to help through next steps if needed.   113 
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Member Shafer asked if there are dates with all of the deliverable and where she can get those?  114 

Mrs. Christofferson provided to Member Shafer.   115 

Chair Lansford mentioned the packet was very comprehensive of what has occurred since 2006 in 116 

detail, and mentioned it is a great reference document for everybody that serves on the project 117 

now and in the future.  Chair Lansford thanked Mrs. Christofferson and CH2M for presenting this 118 

information.  119 

B. State Activities - Joe Thompson, Thompson Consulting 120 

Presentation was left at the home office – appreciates the opportunity to be there and work on the 121 

Project.  Never forgotten that his job is to help people, no matter who they are.  Goes over his 122 

political experience and in the time he’s been working on the project that having someone in Santa 123 

Fe is helpful when something possibly adverse happens. When still operating under memorandum 124 

of understanding, there was raising pressure on member communities, but could have gone 125 

sideways due to confusion with Portales, but because of existing relationship, were able to work 126 

with Rep. Crook on House Bill 15 creating the Authority.  There were many issues that they worked 127 

on to help people doing the legislation.  When have someone sitting with the legislation, helps get 128 

things moving.  They do things to try and bring money into the project.  Needed re-authorizations 129 

due to not spending money fast enough, but executed correctly which didn’t end up hurting us.  130 

Governor Martinez had been very skeptical about the project and they were able to meet with her 131 

and assist her knowledge by using the right approach. He feels they did it the right way for 132 

decisions made by the Water Trust Board.  Everything done was technically sound.  He feels the 133 

work they do is a reflection of the Board in Santa Fe.  Respectful and responsive to requests.  We 134 

don’t know what will happen in the future, but essential that we are ready to disseminate on the 135 

Boards instructions in Santa Fe.   136 

Chair Lansford mentioned that Joe started when under an MOU, 2007.  He is currently in his 10th 137 

year with the Board.  138 

C. Federal Activities - John Ryan, Capital Consultants 139 

Mr. Ryan gave his background (started in government in 1988, worked in Washington, water policy 140 

background, 2002 executive director of Republican party in ABQ, opened consulting business in 141 

2003), and he has been with the Authority since 2008, working with Joe Thompson in support 142 

creating the Authority because the Authority was no authorized at that time.  Working to obtain 143 

money from the Federal Government and the President’s Budget.  On an upward projectory in 144 

terms of money coming into the Project.  In the Budget for 2 Million for Presidents Budget for 2018 145 

– and last year the highest received for 5 Million.  He has been working with the Department of 146 

Defense to fund the project.  Mr. Ryan has gone down several paths to work to get funding for rural 147 

water.  Our Project is well known in Washington, with the delegation staff.  Worked with various 148 

projects and funding from government agencies.  Works to influence the policy makers when they 149 
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are making decisions that will affect us.  Mr. Ryan meets with delegation, the Department of 150 

Interior (sometime political or career), OMB, appropriations committee staff, and authorizing 151 

committees. Three people in the Albuquerque Bureau of Reclamation office that we deal with.  As 152 

meet with these individuals, trying to find out different aspects that may have possibility to 153 

increase our budget for our project because of things happening with other projects.  The Navajo 154 

Gallup Project receives 60-80 Million dollars.  Get substantial amount of federal money because of 155 

a legal settlement that required federal government contribution.  He feels that in 2019 due to a 156 

change in the budget, the Navajo Gallup Authority will go off the budget and over to Bureau of 157 

Reclamation, and this will allow to not have to compete with that Project and that will give others 158 

access to the funds since it is planned to keep the money in NM.  Federal money is good money but 159 

comes with strings and Mr. Ryan tries to avoid this hinderance.  160 

Mayor Lansford mentioned he is happy with what Mr. Ryan has done up to date. Always productive 161 

and great professional relationship.  Mr. Ryan does more than what is realized.     162 

9. Reports from Board Members and Staff  163 

A. State Activities-Thompson 164 

Mr. Thompson traveling with Mr. Ryan for a meeting in Albuquerque refers to making plans for 165 

members of the Board to meet with Santa Fe.  166 

B. Federal Activities – Ryan 167 

Mr. Ryan had a meeting in Albuquerque, no new information.   168 

C. ISC Report – Stall 169 

Mr. Stall stated it’s been a good year for rainfall 14.71 inches to date, above what we normally 170 

see.  An increase of 30,000 acres in the last 30 days.    171 

D. Report from the Chair – Lansford 172 

Chair Lansford has nothing to elaborate on – deferred to Mr. Bryant to update on the Water 173 

Policy Committee: Last Town Hall meeting on Water Plant, they will look over the comments 174 

from the public and possibly make revisions to their plan – turn it to the Committee for 175 

extension and then the committee will move to adopt a plan.  They will possibly go with all of 176 

the plan or part of it depending on how the committee reviews the plan.  All went well and he 177 

thanks those who helped with the plan.  178 

Chair Lansford adds question came up in Kingswood about water supply north and west of 179 

Cannon – he wants everyone to know that he sees the supply in that area as a regional water 180 

supply that it is not just Clovis’s supply – and should be utilized by members of this Authority – 181 

he thinks the water supply for Cannon’s wells are responding well and that the water is not just 182 

for Clovis.  183 
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Mr. Thornton had nothing to add at this time.  184 

E. Office Manager/Report – Chapman  185 

Office preparing for Auditors, application due on October 3 – working on a waiver and 186 

presentation for October 24 after the presentation it goes into a November waiver which is 187 

processed online.         188 

 189 

F. Financial Activities/Report – Chapman  190 

Ms. Chapman reported in August there was member contributions approximately $2k.  The 191 

ENMWUA bank balance is $4.1M. Budget Review coming up.  192 

G. Project Development Activities-CH2M 193 

Mrs. Christofferson briefed for CH2M at the meeting.   194 

Mrs. Christofferson provided an update on the easement acquisitions.     195 

10. Future Agenda Items  196 

A.  Next Regular Meeting, Location, Date, and Time Senior Citizen Center 104 W Main, Grady, 197 

NM, Thursday October 26, 2017 1:00 pm 198 

11. Public Input  199 

Mr. Rebman with Cannon AFB brought up a concern to the meeting regarding the three parcels 200 

of land for Cannon AFB easement that will require an additional cost to the Authority for the 201 

parcels. The parcels total 5,400 linear feet of property and it will not be an in-kind consideration 202 

like it was on the northern portion of the pipeline that goes to Cannon and Clovis.  Cannon AFB 203 

will charge for these easements and the cost will be based on yellow book appraisal and 204 

headquarters determination.  Other unfortunate news, the Cannon AFB requires an 205 

environmental baseline survey and currently Cannon AFB does not have the money to have the 206 

survey prepared and it does not look like Cannon AFB higher headquarters will come up with it.  207 

Getting emergent requirement money is very difficult.  Mr. Howalt asked if the environmental 208 

baseline survey is something that ENMWUA can prepare or if that has to be completed by 209 

Cannon AFB.  The other one done by Cannon AFB cost 54,500, but it was less linear feet and no 210 

hazardous waste sites.  Mr. Rebman has a rough estimate of $35,000 for the Portales package.  211 

Mr. Howalt mentioned appraisers will follow yellow book and get the environmental baseline 212 

survey.  Any entity can do this.  Mrs. Christofferson mentioned ERO could be a possibility.  Mr. 213 

Rebman introduced Charlene.  Charlene mentioned Air Force will still have to review appraisal 214 

and send up the chain of command.  Mr. Rebman mentioned survey took about 3 months on 215 

the first package.  For everything, looking at about a year to complete everything.  Chair 216 

Lansford says this will be an action item for a future meeting.  Mr. Rebman mentioned 217 

easement and EBS can work concurrently, but needs to include environmental baseline survey.    218 
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